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Advances in compiler construction have shown that many steps can be automated during the
process of compiler design and implementation. While there is a plethora of tools offering
automation for the early phases of a compiler (e.g. scanner and parser generators), the later
phases (e.g. syntax tree generation and manipulation, code generation) lack such variety of
good tool support. The scope of this diploma thesis covers the design and implementation of
a tool which produces a code generator for a target machine, given a specification of an abstract syntax tree (AST) of a program as well as a specification of the target machine itself. A
dynamic programming approach as described in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] should be utilized. The basic
concept is as follows:
• Initially the addressing modes of operands the target machine has to offer must be deter-

mined. Examples of addressing modes are Constant, Register, Register relative, Indexed,
Absolute, etc.
• Afterwards the operators of the AST must be mapped to target machine instructions. The

following properties must be specified for each instruction:
• the AST-Operator which is implemented by this instruction
• the address modes of the operands as well as the result of the instruction
• the costs of the instruction (e.g. memory in bytes or processor cycles used)
• the instruction pattern to be emitted iff this instruction is selected
• Finally it must be specified how operands can be converted from one addressing mode

into another one. Such operations also induce costs depending on the cost model (e.g.
code size, processor cycles used, etc.).
During the first pass over the AST, dynamic programming is the key ingredient enabling us to
tile the AST with instruction patterns in such a way that addressing modi fit together, and the
overall costs are being minimized as well. Finally, the second pass over the AST emits the
optimal instruction patterns selected earlier.

The following key points are essential ingredients of this diploma thesis:
• Design a specification language which enables one to specify all matching instructions

including their addressing modes and costs for each operator of the AST. It should also be
possible to specify addressing mode conversions and their costs. There should also be the
possibility to annotate each Instruction with semantic actions, which are to be emitted
when the instruction pattern is selected.
• Implement a generator which takes such a specification as its input, and produces a code

generator as its output. The produced code generator should find the optimal tiling of instructions for the AST and emit the appropriate code for it.
• Using the designed specification language as well the generator, specify code generators

for at least two target machines and create those code generators using your tool.
• Define a common format for syntax trees your generator supports. Write a front end for a

simple language which emits such syntax trees and plug the front end together with your
code generator back end.
Try to design the specification language with simplicity and easy readability in mind. It is essential to pay attention to good programming style as well as good documentation. After all it
should be easy for other persons to maintain and improve your tool later on. The resulting
tool will carry a simple and permissive open source license.
Regular meetings with the supervisor regarding the progress of the project are mandatory.
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